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Balvenie beat out other high-end scotches and Patron rose to the top of tequilas in the
latest Luxury Brands Status Index 2014 from The Luxury Institute.

The "Top-Shelf Toasts: Wealthy Consumers Reveal Preferences Among Champagne And
Liquor Brands In Luxury Institute Survey" aims to identify which brands are rising and
which brands are sinking. New or reconceived brands are a source of continual
disruption for established brands, as millenials are much more open to browsing the
liquor and Champagne markets without transcribed loyalties.

"The dynamics of the liquor industry are very disruptive," said Milton Pedraza, CEO of The
Luxury Institute, New York.

"The survey should come as a realization and warning to established brands that there is a
lot of flux and a lot of up-and-comers that are quickly becoming dominant players," he
said.

"Millennials are willing to try new products and are extremely open to adopting new
brands for longtime loyalty very quickly."

The survey is a part of the Luxury Brand Status Index series and gathered opinions of eight
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high-end Champagne brands and 29 liquor brands from four categories. Twelve hundred
respondents age 21 and older that have an average income of $282,000 and net worth of
$3 million participated.

The LBSI is calculated by averaging each brand’s scores on five separate components of
status that relate to premium spirits: quality, taste, packaging, worthiness of a premium
price, and appropriateness as a gift. Respondents also reveal total spending on high-end
spirits, as well as personal history with particular brands and the brand that they will most
likely buy next.

Eroding walls

Mr. Pedraza said that there are several reasons why newcomers can swiftly break through
the ranks of brands that have been around for centuries

The Macallan in Lalique collection as of October 2013

First, many young brands are catapulted by celebrity endorsements that have sway among
younger consumers.

Also, newer brands are more pliable when it comes to adopting new social platforms and
experimenting with technology. However, brands entrenched in history are also showing
a canny understanding of social media.

For instance, Spirits maker Moët & Chandon, founded in 1743, positioned itself as the
Champagne of choice for celebrations with a global photography contest through Nov. 9
that spanned Instagram, Tumblr and Twitter.

Campaign submissions
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The #MoetMoment campaign called for fans to submit photos of any celebration and
each week a participant won a golden magnum bottle of Moët Impérial. Since the
campaign dispensed prizes on a weekly basis, it may have captivated fans consistently
enough to reposition the brand (see story).

Another explanation that Mr. Pedraza cited was the decreasing capital required to start a
brand. Therefore, more players are entering the scene. These new players are sometimes
steered by millennials keenly attuned to consumer preferences.

Established brands do have much larger media budgets, though, which grants them much
greater leeway.

Jeff Koons’ original Balloon Venus for Dom Perignon

Champagne brands that were covered in the survey include Cristal, Dom Pérignon,
Domaine Chandon, G.H. Mumm, Moët & Chandon, Perrier-Jouët, Champagne Taittinger
and Veuve Clicquot.

Scotch brands included Balvenie, Chivas Regal, Dewar's, Glenfiddich, Glenlivet,
Glenmorangie, Johnnie Walker Blue and Macallan. The tequila brands listed were 1800
Reposado, Cabo Wabo, Corazón, Don Julio, Herradura, Jose Cuervo Reserva, Patrón and
Sauza Tres Generaciones.

Other luxury liquors addressed in the survey were vodkas and gins.

New normal

Many luxury liquor and Champagne brands have recently enacted campaigns that diverge
from conventional tactics to polish their image.

For instance, Krug Champagne is enhancing the sensory experience of its  enthusiasts
with a shell-shaped listening device designed to amplify the sounds of the spirits’ bubbles
to create a new sensation for drinkers.

To introduce the Krug Shell, envisioned by French designer Ionna Vautrin, the
Champagne brand developed a Krug Sounds portion of its  Web site that accompanies
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enthusiasts on a unique experience as they learn the concepts behind Ms. Vautrin’s
design. Krug’s digital explanation of the Krug Shell will help consumers better understand
the thought process and inspiration of the Krug Sounds campaign when using the listening
device at home (see story).

Also, French spirits maker Moët & Chandon is using a new approach to sell its
Champagne, putting its bottles behind glass in a vending machine.

The vending machine is part of the holiday gift section at British department store
Selfridges, and dispenses mini bottles of Moët & Chandon. By putting its product in such
an ordinary display, the brand is making itself more accessible and appealing to entry-
level holiday shoppers (see story).

However, the influx of new brands changes the landscape.

"Today you are seeing that a lot of other brands, a lot of innovation," Mr. Pedraza said. "It
really sends a warning signal to established brands that they need to stay relevant with
millennials."

Final take
Joe McCarthy, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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